have properties (1) and (2) follow as instances of the main result.
1. Introduction. This paper extends the class of groups G for which the following two properties are known to hold:
(1) every pair of finitely generated subgroups of G intersect in a finitely generated subgroup (briefly, G has the finitely generated intersection property);
(2) no finitely generated subgroup of G of infinite index contains a nontrivial subnormal subgroup of G. where n > 0, u £ U, t{ £ (TA U TB)\u (i = 1, • • • , n) and t., t. . do not both We write G = (A*B; U). We shall refer to the right-hand side of (3) as the canonical form for g (relative to the pair TA, T"). The element g will be said to be of length n, to begin with t. and to end with Z . The Z. will be called syllables (i) for all g £ GA U Cß, where g = 11 ■ ■ ■ t u in canonical form, (ii) if SA is the set consisting of e and all e ^ g £ C . which have u = e and Z e Tß, then S . is a complete double coset representative system for G modulo (H, A) (and similarly for Sß);
(iii) if fl^ is the set of all g £ CA which have zz = e, then RA is a complete double coset representative system for G modulo (AY, ¿7) (and similarly for Rß).
We We now choose a particular generating set for H in terms of a given cress \C A, C"! for H in G. For each g £ G let gcpA denote the representative in C.
of Hg, and define the coset representative function cpB :G -'C", analogously.
For each k £ C., x £ A, write
and define sß(k, x) for Ze £ C", x £ B, analogously. 
that is (9) tid) = tir) ■ sAiróA, zz/-It follows that H is generated by the tir) ir £ Rß) and the s-symbols. Write R j = \r, rcpA \ r £ Rß, tir) =c e}, and write P for the set of all A-syllables of elements of the set R. U QA U Qß. Proof.
Firstly we apply to hg = t ^ ■ -tnu a rewriting process similar to the Kuros rewriting process described above.
To be specific, we replace t. cosets. This completes the proof.
Remark. An entirely similar proof shows that finite involvement of a subgroup U throughout a group A implies that for every pair of finitely generated subgroups AA, K of A, Ha U C\ Ka U contains only finitely many (AA n AC, U) cosets, for all a., a £ A. I have been unable to decide whether or not, conversely, the latter condition implies that U is finitely involved throughout A. Suppose g e G\U and let x £ G\U be an element satisfying (i) and (ii) If g-Hg n U^ \e\, then it has finite index in U and (13) follows trivially. Assume therefore that g~ lHg D U = \e\.
Let I be any element of T,\ie!.
Then the meets (i.e. largest common initial
